Tiara Butchers Union: The union
announced today its newest member
Business. Jake’O Butchery in the merchant’s
district is now open. It is operated by local
man, Jake Olison and his family.
Seekers of the Serpent: Tis the evil cult of
Set again on the move. It seems they have
established a stronghold somewhere in the
Duz Hills.
Tulan: The Tulan Naval Academy has
announced that it will be celebrating the
graduations of its latest candidates. Among
the cadets is a former adventurer Pandion
Frana. He was a member of the group
“Worthy Cause”. He was instrumental in the
rescue of the crew and passengers of the ship
Iron Justice. He was later offered a position
at the prestigious naval academy for his
heroism. He will also be speaking at the
commencement ceremony.
City of Brell: Elistan Lurion Marquis of the
Brell will be celebrating his 72nd birthday in
January. A former adventurer, now city
leader and ranking commander. He was
instrumental during the war defying the
Jidarian forces and keeping Opal Fire from
falling to those evil creatures. The city has
created a special pub in his honor called BJs
Brewery. It will host beverages from around
the world. City of Brell is also known as an
excellent source of Papyrus and other
textiles.
The Church of Light: Temaraire Baya a
Cleric in Val Illorn, has just returned from a
quest and has a magic item at the AG for sale.
He says it will only be traded/sold to those
who are known to be good.
The Arcane Lily: (****) This inn is located
in Titan’s Harbor, Aviron. It is an exclusive
inn that serves only intellectuals and wizards
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and students from the Crafters of Magic.
The atmosphere offered little distraction.
We had Chicken Mythenis which was
cooked in an Aviron Jack Cheese sauce.
It was a good combo but it was a bit too
spicy for us. We sampled two drinks
that will knock you off your feet with
their very vibrant flavors. The Basilisks
Orgasm and Diamond Wood
Champaign, 5 and 12sc respectively but
worth the price.
Emerald Coven: Three witches stood
before the Courts of Ahk in Tiara seeking
mercy for a man who is insane, saying
that a dark hex from an evil Book of
Shadows was used and this type of magic
is only detectable by witches.
The Gnome Brigade: An evil
adventuring group is wreaking Havoc in
western Mineral Islands. A place
embroiled in war. There is no force
available to stop them. It is rumored they
are trying to solicit the aid of a dragon.
PSA: A new Guild for a new age. Long
have our people the Gnomes and
Halflings been pushed aside by the
bigger races. Many have known the loss
of loved ones from wars, we did not
want or need. We seek items of Power
to help defend and Restore our People to
their rightful place. Be aware not all
wish to see us in a position of Power.
All Contact should be done through the
AG. Only for Gnomes and Halflings
(Maybe a Goblin or two). NO other
races accepted.
Obit: Adeva Shine Queen of the
Amazon’s had died. Her quest to find a
new land for sisters never fulfilled. Her heir
Milissa Tobin will take up the quest for the
Amazonian ladies. They currently reside on
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the floating Island Ivo’s Haven. Adeva was
74. Services for her will be held at her temple,
The Chancellery of the Valiant, next
Saturday.
A cats ready overall whimsical nature only
fuels everyone’s lascivious literal insight not
all intelligent souls insight nightmares
seeking overt reality creating ethical reality’s
search can intuitively take you drowning
under needless grimoires expanding our
notions
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